Upstream Research™ reports environmental risks and
disease rates for neighborhoods and schools across the U.S
Seattle, Washington – December 2, 2016 – Upstream Reports™ may change how we
think about where we live, work and play.
Until now, there has been no easy way to understand what is in the air we breathe, the water we
drink and the soil under our feet. Upstream Research™, a disruptive health analytics company in
Bainbridge, Washington, is about to change that.
“For too long information about the environmental quality and overall health of an area has been
scattered across numerous agencies and organizations,” says Nick Bedbury, Upstream Research
CEO. “We can now combine terabytes of environmental risk data, often at a neighborhood level,
alongside disease rates and health outcomes. It’s big data for the greater good.”
It has taken Upstream more than a year to bring this kind of data forward and make it easy for
anyone to understand. An Upstream Report can be downloaded from upstreamreports.com in
seconds for any location in the US. The first Report is free with additional reports costing $5. $1
from each paid Report goes to support communities at acute health risk and cancer research.
Given the implications of the incoming administration to limit, if not eliminate, the EPA the timing for
Upstream could not happen at a better time.
“Our mission is simple: To move quickly to inform and empower individuals and organizations to
make more informed decisions about where they choose to live, work and play. Everyone should
have that right, that power.”
“We feel strongly about providing this information direct to the public and accelerating the work of
non profits and disease researchers where environmental risks are not well understood,” Bedbury
said.
“Our goal is to help prevent disease.” says Bedbury. “Today, we spend 50 times more treating
disease than we do preventing it. Preventing disease will require going upstream, to its headwaters
and identifying sources, be they behavioral, genetic or environmental.”

•   To learn more about Upstream Research™ visit www.upstreamresearch.com
or www.upstreamreports.com
•   Register for an Upstream Report™ at:
https://app.upstreamreports.com/registration
•   Follow Upstream Research™ on Twitter at: @moveupstream
•   Find Upstream Research™ on LinkedIn or Facebook.
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